ONCE IN A LIFETIME SAILING EXPERIENCE!

A DAZZLING ARRAY OF COLORS
Travel back to the prehistoric era against the evocative backdrop of the volcanic
caldera. There is an abundance of history, culture, entertainment, food and drink
to delight your senses. Whatever you choose to do while visiting Santorini,
don’t forget to join us and live the ultimate sailing experience.

THE COMPANY
Sunset Oia sailing Cruises, based in
the charming village of Oia, renowned
for its fabulous sunset, offers visitors
the chance to enjoy an unforgettable and
unique sailing experience off the shores
of the enchanting Greek island of Santorini.
These full-service tours and sailing trips,
with a choice of vessels, ensure that clients
can sit back, relax and enjoy their luxurious
excursion, giving them exciting memories
to treasure from their vacation on Santorini.

Our team has extensive experience in sailing,
offering high-class services at reasonable prices
and can organize and accommodate events
according to your needs.

Awarded the TripAdvisor Certificate of Excellence
five years in a row, the largest and newest fleet in Santorini offers
amazing semiprivate and tailor-made excursions to the caldera
and nearby islands. All you need to do, is get on board!
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

SUNSET OIA SAILING CRUISES
C E R T I F I C AT E D BY T R I P A DV I S O R
2013, 2014, 2015, 2016 & 2017
“BEST SERVIVE, FOODS
AND AMAZING CREW!!”

“FABULOUS
HALF DAY TRIP”

“GREAT CREW, GREAT
FOOD, GREAT VIEWS”

“I was on my first solo trip,
and i took a semiprivate
sunset cruise which consist
only less than 15 people on
the boat. I was a bit hesitate
at the first, i thought it is
gonna be romantic and
attended by couples only.
Thanks God, is till decided
to join this tour. The tour
beyond amazing, and it is not
a couple only group. For solo
traveller like me, the crews
are very helpfull and always
make sure that i didnt get
bored along the trip. They
cooked the lunch by them
self and the foods are one
of the best during my trip.
It is kind of the hightlight
on my trip and would like to
get back. Not only because
of the beautiful santorini,
but because all fo the nicest
crews i met on the boat.
Thank you for one lovely
experience!!!”

“My husband book this
as my birthday present and
we both had a brilliant time!!
The crew are very friendly
and welcoming and the
service was exceptional.
We met an amazing group
of people also on the trip
and enjoyed so much, we
can’t wait to go back and
do it all again. The trip takes
in the volcano springs,
red beach, white beach,
all the beautiful views
of the island and the most
fabulous famous sunset.
The BBQ and unlimited
drinks is excellent value,
the food was very good and
plentiful. If you’re holidaying
in Santorini this is a must do.”

“Beautiful cruise around the
caldera. Really enjoyed the
different stops - red beach,
snorkelling stop, hot springs
and most of all the sunset.
The weather was great on
the day would recommend
checking this beforehand so
that the cruise is enjoyable.”
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AngelaL, UK

MartinK, Kenya
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ALFA MARINE 72

SUNSET ANAFI

SUNSET DELOS

SUNSET NAXOS

SUNSET OIA

SUNSET AMORGOS

SUNRISE II

SUNSET MILOS

AMMOUDI

SUNSET IOS

EXCLUSIVE

SUNSET SANTORINI EMILY

IGUANA

ALEXANDROS

ALEA

TYPE: Catamaran SLG
BUILT: 2016
CRUISING OR SAILING:

TYPE: Catamaran SLG
BUILT: 2017
CRUISING OR SAILING:

TYPE: Catamaran SLG
BUILT: 2018
CRUISING OR SAILING:

TYPE: Catamaran SLG
BUILT: 2009
CRUISING OR SAILING:

TYPE: Catamaran SLG
BUILT: 2016
CRUISING OR SAILING:

TYPE: Catamaran SLG
BUILT: 2018
CRUISING OR SAILING:

TYPE: Catamaran SLG
BUILT: 2017
CRUISING OR SAILING:

TYPE: Catamaran

TYPE: Catamaran

TYPE: Catamaran

TYPE: Catamaran

TYPE: LUX

Both

Both

Both

Both

Both

Both

Both

OVERALL LENGTH:

OVERALL LENGTH:

OVERALL LENGTH:

OVERALL LENGTH:

OVERALL LENGTH:

OVERALL LENGTH:

OVERALL LENGTH:

BUILDER: Ferretti
BUILT: 2002
ENGINES:
2 x 1200 hp MAN
OVERALL LENGTH:

BUILDER: Alfamarine
BUILT: 2009
ENGINES:
2 x 1500 hp MTU
OVERALL LENGTH:

45 ft/13,7 m
BEAM: 25,9 ft/7,9 m

45 ft/13,7 m
BEAM: 25,9 ft/7,9 m

45 ft/13,7 m
BEAM: 25,9 ft/7,9 m

50 ft/15,2 m
BEAM: 28 ft/8,5 m

52 ft/15,8 m
BEAM: 28 ft/8,5 m

56 ft/17,1 m
BEAM: 31 ft/9,5 m

58,4 ft/17,8 m
BEAM: 29,3 ft/8,9 m

Sunset Oia premium semiprivate excursions are ideal for those who are looking for peace and quiet.
Sail in complete relaxation and enjoy a 5-hour tour — Morning or Sunset — around the island, with stops
for swimming at iconic beaches, such as the Red Beach and White Beach, and the healing hot springs.
Barbeque meals are served on-board and a vegetarian option is also available along with freshly cut salads
and other delicacies. All equipment and towels are provided on-board.

SLG

SLG

SLG

SLG

Both

Both

Both

Both

OVERALL LENGTH:

OVERALL LENGTH:

OVERALL LENGTH:

OVERALL LENGTH:

74 ft/22,5 m
BEAM: 34 ft/10,3 m

80 ft/24,4 m
BEAM: 34,4 ft/10,5 m

80 ft/24,4 m
BEAM: 34,4 ft/10,5 m

40 ft/12,2 m
BEAM: 24 ft/7,3 m

BUILT: 2011
CRUISING OR SAILING:

BUILT: 2015
CRUISING OR SAILING:

BUILT: 2017
CRUISING OR SAILING:

The semiprivate tours — separated
into morning and afternoon — last 5
hours and take you around the caldera
and the island’s most emblematic
beaches, stopping off for swimming
and snorkeling at interesting spots
along the way, or for a good soak in
the healing springs of Palia and Nea
Kameni. The meal break is an on-board
barbeque, with the menu featuring local
delicacies including meat, salads, fruit
and drinks such as Santorini wine and
refreshments. ‘Sunset Ios’, the biggest
catamaran of the fleet, is spacious and
comfortable enough to accommodate
wedding parties or other events.

BUILT: 2015
CRUISING OR SAILING:

CUMBERLAND 46

pg

LUXURY

TYPE: Power Cat
BUILT: 2009
CRUISING OR SAILING:

Cruising
OVERALL LENGTH:

46 ft/14 m
BEAM:

22 ft/6,7 m

Away from the throngs of tourists,
a tailor-made cruise to picturesque
ports and remote beaches offers
travelers a chance to experience
another side of this popular
destination. Charter ‘Emily’,
or ‘Sunset Santorini’ and enjoy
a cruise around the island that
takes in traditional favorites, such
as the volcano and springs, as
well as the Red Beach, Aspronisi,
Akrotiri and Vlychada. ‘Emily’ can
also be chartered for tours to the
nearby islands of Ios, Folegandros
and Anafi.

speedboat
BUILT: 2010
CRUISING OR SAILING:

Cruising
OVERALL LENGTH:

35 ft/10,7 m
BEAM: 10 ft/13 m

69,5 ft/21,2 m

72 ft/22 m

BEAM:

BEAM:

18,5 ft/5,6 m

17,8 ft/5,4 m

In terms of design, luxury and
performance, the ‘Alexandros’
and ‘Alea’ motor yachts, are
the perfect choice for luxury
yachting excursions. The elegantly
designed interiors feature a stylish
sitting area, fully equipped bar
and spacious dining area, as well
as a lower and upper level deck.
Indulge in a private, personalized
service as you cruise to the hidden
gems of Santorini or Cycladic
islands further afield.

PREMIUM SEMIPRIVATE

P L A TINUM CRUISE
LAGOON 450

The Platinum edition cruise performs a small group
(up to 7 couples ) experience. Creating a sense
of elegance, the BRAND NEW Lagoon 450,
stands out for the combination of comfort,
luxury and performance.
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TYPE CATAMARAN SLG
CRUISING OR SAILING BOTH
OVERALL LENGTH 45 feet/13,7 meters
BEAM 25,9 feet/7,9 meters
PASSENGERS 14 max
INCLUDED FULL BARBEQUE MENU,
COMPLIMENTARY DRINKS, SNORKELING
EQUIPMENT, R/T TRANSFERS FROM
ALL SANTORINI HOTELS
WiFi AVAILABLE ON BOARD
CREW MEMBERS ARE RED CROSS FIRST AID AND CPR CERTIFIED

5 HOURS MORNING TOUR

5 HOURS SUNSET TOUR

STARTS FROM AMMOUDI AT 10.15
Take in marvelous views as your boat
smoothly passes from the Caldera
and the tiny blue and white houses.

STARTS FROM VLYCHADA AT 15.15

FIRST STOP
At the Hot Springs for swimming
in the warm mineral waters (30 minutes).
Sails past Aspronisi, Ancient lighthouse,
Indian rock and Akrotiri.
SECOND STOP
At the White Beach for swimming,
snorkeling and an on-board barbeque
(1.5 hours ) — the menu features
local delicacies and drinks.
THIRD STOP
At the Red Beach for swimming,
snorkeling and photoshooting
(30 minutes).
THE TOUR ENDS AT VLYCHADA
Our minibuses will take you
back to your hotel.

FIRST STOP
At the Red Beach for swimming, snorkeling
and photoshooting (30 minutes).
SECOND STOP
At the White Beach for swimming,
snorkeling and an on-board barbeque
(1.5 hours) — the menu features local delicacies
and drinks. Sails past Aspronisi, Ancient
lighthouse, Indian rock and Akrotiri.
THIRD STOP
At the Hot Springs for swimming
in the warm mineral waters (30 minutes).
Take in marvelous views as your boat
smoothly passes from the Caldera and
the tiny blue and white houses.
LAST STOP
After sailing close to the volcano
and the caldera cliffs of Imerovigli and Oia,
the catamaran will stop for you to watch
the magnificent sunset.
RETURN TO AMMOUDI AFTER SUNSET
Our minibuses will take you
back to your hotel.

INCLUDED IN THE PRICE

ROUTE
Oia
Ammoudi
Hot
Springs
Thirasia

Fira
Athinios
port

Aspronisi
Ancient
lighthouse
Indian Rock

White
Red
beach beach

Vlychada

• Round trip transfers
from and to the hotel
• Greek menu prepared on the spot
(Greek salad, shrimp saganaki, grilled
chicken and pork skewers, roasted
vegetables, pasta with red sauce,
stuffed vine leaves, vegetarian meal)
• Drinks (soft drinks,
white Santorini wine, beer)
• Snorkeling Equipment
• Towels (to be returned to the crew)
• Jacket (to be returned to the crew)
• Map with extensive info on
the landmarks and destinations
• Free Wifi

PREMIUM SEMIPRIVATE

S A N TO RINI GEMS

LAGOON 500/520/560

The Gems of Santorini. The double decker Lagoon 560,
Diamond shaped Lagoon 520 and the
award winning Lagoon 500 perform
an all inclusive sailing experience.
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TYPE CATAMARANS SLG
CRUISING OR SAILING BOTH OVERALL
OVERALL LENGTH
LAGOON 500: 50 feet/15,2 meters
LAGOON 520: 52 feet/15,8 meters
LAGOON 560: 56 feet/17,1 meters
PASSENGERS 18-22 max
INCLUDED FULL BARBEQUE MENU,
COMPLIMENTARY DRINKS, TOWELS, SNORKELING
EQUIPMENT, R/T TRANSFERS FROM
ALL SANTORINI HOTELS
CREW MEMBERS ARE RED CROSS FIRST AID AND CPR CERTIFIED

5 HOURS MORNING TOUR

5 HOURS SUNSET TOUR

STARTS FROM AMMOUDI AT 9.45
Take in marvelous views as your boat
smoothly passes from the Caldera
and the tiny blue and white houses.

STARTS FROM VLYCHADA AT 14.45

FIRST STOP
At the Hot Springs for swimming
in the warm mineral waters (30 minutes).
Sails past Aspronisi, Ancient lighthouse,
Indian rock and Akrotiri.
SECOND STOP
At the White Beach for swimming,
snorkeling and an on-board barbeque
(1.5 hours ) — the menu features
local delicacies and drinks.
THIRD STOP
At the Red Beach for swimming,
snorkeling and photoshooting
(30 minutes).
THE TOUR ENDS AT VLYCHADA
Our minibuses will take you
back to your hotel.

FIRST STOP
At the Red Beach for swimming, snorkeling
and photoshooting (30 minutes).
SECOND STOP
At the White Beach for swimming,
snorkeling and an on-board barbeque
(1.5 hours) — the menu features local delicacies
and drinks. Sails past Aspronisi, Ancient
lighthouse, Indian rock and Akrotiri.
THIRD STOP
At the Hot Springs for swimming
in the warm mineral waters (30 minutes).
Take in marvelous views as your boat
smoothly passes from the Caldera and
the tiny blue and white houses.
LAST STOP
After sailing close to the volcano
and the caldera cliffs of Imerovigli and Oia,
the catamaran will stop for you to watch
the magnificent sunset.
RETURN TO AMMOUDI AFTER SUNSET
Our minibuses will take you
back to your hotel.

INCLUDED IN THE PRICE

ROUTE
Oia
Ammoudi
Hot
Springs
Thirasia

Fira
Athinios
port

Aspronisi
Ancient
lighthouse
Indian Rock

White
Red
beach beach

Vlychada

• Round trip transfers
from and to the hotel
• Greek menu prepared on the spot
(Greek salad, shrimp saganaki, grilled
chicken and pork skewers, roasted
vegetables, pasta with red sauce,
stuffed vine leaves, vegetarian meal)
• Drinks (soft drinks,
white Santorini wine, beer,)
• Snorkeling Equipment
• Towels (to be returned to the crew)
• Jacket (to be returned to the crew)
• Map with extensive info on
the landmarks and destinations
• Free Wifi

PREMIUM SEMIPRIVATE

D I A MOND CRUISE
I PA N E M A 58

With its unrivalled living space, intelligent design
and dynamic performance, the new catamaran
Ipanema 58 delivers a luxury cruising
experience without compromise.
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TYPE CATAMARAN SLG
CRUISING OR SAILING BOTH
OVERALL LENGTH 58,4 feet/17,8 meters
BEAM 29,3 feet/8,9 meters
PASSENGERS 20 max
INCLUDED FULL BARBEQUE MENU,
COMPLIMENTARY DRINKS, TOWELS, SNORKELING
EQUIPMENT, R/T TRANSFERS FROM
ALL SANTORINI HOTELS
CREW MEMBERS ARE RED CROSS FIRST AID AND CPR CERTIFIED

5 HOURS MORNING TOUR

5 HOURS SUNSET TOUR

STARTS FROM AMMOUDI AT 9:45
Take in marvelous views as your boat
smoothly passes from the Caldera
and the tiny blue and white houses.

STARTS FROM AMMOUDI AT 14:45
Take in marvelous views as your boat
smoothly passes from the Caldera
and the tiny blue and white houses.

FIRST STOP
At the Hot Springs for swimming
in the warm mineral waters
(30 minutes). Sails past Aspronisi, Ancient
lighthouse, Indian rock and Akrotiri.

FIRST STOP
At the Hot Springs for swimming
in the warm mineral waters
(30 minutes). Sails past Aspronisi, Ancient
lighthouse, Indian rock and Akrotiri.

SECOND STOP
At the Red Beach for swimming
and snorkeling (30 minutes).

SECOND STOP
At the Red Beach for swimming
and snorkeling (30 minutes).

THIRD STOP
At the White Beach for swimming,
snorkeling and an on-board barbeque
(1.5 hours)— the menu features local
delicacies and drinks.

THIRD STOP
At the White Beach for swimming, snorkeling
and an on-board barbeque (1.5 hours) — the
menu features local delicacies and drinks.

THE TOUR ENDS AT AMMOUDI
Our minibuses will take you
back to your hotel.

LAST STOP
After sailing close to the volcano and
the caldera cliffs of Imerovigli and Oia,
the catamaran stops for you to watch the
magnificent sunset.
RETURN TO AMMOUDI AFTER SUNSET
Our minibuses will take you
back to your hotel.

INCLUDED IN THE PRICE

ROUTE
Oia
Ammoudi
Hot
Springs
Thirasia

Fira
Athinios
port

Aspronisi
Ancient
lighthouse
Indian Rock

White
Red
beach beach

Vlychada

• Round trip transfers
from and to the hotel
• Greek menu prepared on the spot
(Greek salad, shrimp saganaki, grilled
chicken and pork skewers, roasted
vegetables, pasta with red sauce,
stuffed vine leaves, vegetarian meal)
• Drinks (soft drinks,
white Santorini wine, beer, ouzo)
• Snorkeling Equipment
• Towels (to be returned to the crew)
• Jacket (to be returned to the crew)
• Map with extensive info on
the landmarks and destinations
• Free Wifi

SEMIPRIVATE

R ED C R UISE

O C E A N V O YA G E R 7 4 & TA I T I 8 0

Delight in a picture-perfect sailing experience aboard
a 74-foot & 80-feet sailing catamaran
Ocean Voyager & Taiti catamarans,
taking in the beauty of the Santorini coast
in all its splendor.
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TYPE CATAMARAN SLG
CRUISING OR SAILING BOTH OVERALL
OVERALL LENGTH
OCEAN VOYAGER 74: 74 feet/22,5 meters
TAITI 80: 80 feet/24,4 meters
PASSENGERS 55 max
INCLUDED FULL BARBEQUE MENU,
COMPLIMENTARY DRINKS, SNORKELING
EQUIPMENT, R/T TRANSFERS FROM
ALL SANTORINI HOTELS
NEED TO BRING TOWELS
WiFi AVAILABLE ON BOARD
CREW MEMBERS ARE RED CROSS FIRST AID AND CPR CERTIFIED

5 HOURS MORNING TOUR

5 HOURS SUNSET TOUR

STARTS FROM AMMOUDI
OR ATHINIOS AT 9:30
Take in marvelous views as your boat
smoothly passes from the Caldera and
the tiny blue and white houses.

STARTS FROM AMMOUDI
OR ATHINIOS AT 14:30
Take in marvelous views as your boat
smoothly passes from the Caldera
and the tiny blue and white houses.

FIRST STOP
At the Hot Springs for swimming
in the warm mineral waters (30 minutes).
Sails past Aspronisi, Ancient lighthouse,
Indian rock and Akrotiri.

FIRST STOP
At the Hot Springs for swimming
in the warm mineral waters (30 minutes).
Sails past Aspronisi, Ancient lighthouse,
Indian rock and Akrotiri.

SECOND STOP
At the Red Beach for swimming
and snorkeling (30 minutes).

SECOND STOP
At the Red Beach for swimming,
and snorkeling (30 minutes).

THIRD STOP
At the White Beach for swimming,
snorkeling and an on-board barbeque
(1.5 hours) — the menu features local
delicacies and drinks.

THIRD STOP
At the White Beach for swimming,
snorkeling and an on-board barbeque
(1.5 hours) — the menu features local
delicacies and drinks.

THE TOUR ENDS AT AMMOUDI
OR ATHINIOS
Our minibuses will take you
back to your hotel.

LAST STOP
After sailing close to the volcano
and the caldera cliffs of Imerovigli and Oia,
the catamaran will stop for you to watch
the magnificent sunset.
RETURN TO AMMOUDI OR ATHINIOS
AFTER SUNSET
Our minibuses will take you
back to your hotel.

ROUTE

INCLUDED IN THE PRICE

Oia
Ammoudi
Hot
Springs
Thirasia

Fira
Athinios
port

Aspronisi
Ancient
lighthouse
Indian Rock

White
Red
beach beach

Vlychada

• Round trip transfers
from and to the hotel
• Greek menu prepared on the spot
(Greek salad, grilled chicken and pork
skewers, roasted vegetables,
pasta with red sauce, stuffed
vine leaves, vegetarian meal)
• Drinks (soft drinks, white Santorini wine)
• Snorkeling Equipment
• Map with extensive info on
the landmarks and destinations
• Free Wifi

PRIVATE

S / Y S U NSET SANT O R I N I
LAGOON 400
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Sunset Oia’s fleet includes a remarkable brand new Lagoon
400 s2 manufactured by the biggest cruising catamaran
builder, specially designed to offer the ultimate in comfort
and relaxation. The Santorini Catamaran Lagoon 400
boasts a welcoming foredeck and an additional sitting area
at the top of the catamaran fitted with big mattresses.
With a full-day tour you have the option of sailing
to the crystal-clear waters of Ios island.

TYPE CATAMARAN SLG
CRUISING OR SAILING BOTH
OVERALL LENGTH 40 feet/12,2 meters
BEAM 24 feet/7,3 meters
PASSENGERS 10 max
INCLUDED FULL BARBEQUE MENU,
UNLIMITED DRINKS, TOWELS, SNORKELING
EQUIPMENT, R/T TRANSFERS FROM
ALL SANTORINI HOTELS
CREW MEMBERS ARE RED CROSS FIRST AID AND CPR CERTIFIED

5 HOURS MORNING TOUR

5 HOURS SUNSET TOUR

STARTS FROM AMMOUDI AT 10.00
Take in marvelous views as your boat
smoothly passes from the Caldera and
the tiny blue and white houses.

STARTS FROM VLYCHADA AT 15.00

FIRST STOP
At the Hot Springs for swimming
in the warm mineral waters (30 minutes).
Sails past Aspronisi, Ancient lighthouse,
Indian rock and Akrotiri.
SECOND STOP
At the White Beach for swimming,
snorkeling and an on-board barbeque
(1.5 hours) — the menu features local
delicacies and drinks.
THIRD STOP
At the Red Beach for swimming,
snorkeling and photoshooting
(30 minutes).
THE TOUR ENDS AT VLYCHADA
Our minibuses will take you
back to your hotel.
The above route is our proposal.
The itinerary could be changed according to your needs.

Oia
Ammoudi

Thirasia

Fira
Athinios
port

Aspronisi
Ancient
lighthouse
Indian Rock

White
Red
beach beach

SECOND STOP
At the White Beach for swimming, snorkeling
and an on-board barbeque (1.5 hours)
— the menu features local delicacies and
drinks. Sails past Aspronisi, Ancient
lighthouse, Indian rock and Akrotiri.
THIRD STOP
At the Hot Springs for swimming
in the warm mineral waters (30 minutes).
LAST STOP
After sailing close to the volcano and
the caldera cliffs of Imerovigli and Oia,
the catamaran will stop for you to watch
the magnificent sunset.
RETURN TO AMMOUDI AFTER SUNSET
Our minibuses will take you
back to your hotel.
The above route is our proposal.
The itinerary could be changed according to your needs.

INCLUDED IN THE PRICE

ROUTE

Hot
Springs

FIRST STOP
At the Red Beach for swimming, snorkeling
and photoshooting (30 minutes).

Vlychada

• Round trip transfers
from and to the hotel
• Greek menu prepared on the spot
(Greek salad, shrimp saganaki, grilled
chicken and pork skewers, roasted
vegetables, pasta with red sauce,
stuffed vine leaves, vegetarian meal)
• Drinks (soft drinks,
white Santorini wine, beer, ouzo)
• Snorkeling Equipment
• Towels (to be returned to the crew)
• Jacket (to be returned to the crew)
• Map with extensive info on
the landmarks and destinations
• Free Wifi

PRIVATE

M / Y EMILY

CUMBERLAND 46

The Cumberland 46 power catamaran has been designed
by the Fountaine pajot shipyard for beach and cave
exploration as it has a shallow draught and can
approach safely the hidden gems of the Aegean Sea.
The Sunset Emily is available for private tours
around Santorini and the nearby islands
of Ios, Folegandros and Anafi.
32

TYPE POWER CATAMARAN
CRUISING OR SAILING CRUISING
OVERALL LENGTH 46 feet/14 meters
BEAM 22 feet/6,7 meters
PASSENGERS 14 max
INCLUDED FULL BARBEQUE MENU,
UNLIMITED DRINKS, TOWELS, SNORKELING
EQUIPMENT, R/T TRANSFERS FROM
ALL SANTORINI HOTELS
WiFi AVAILABLE ON BOARD
CREW MEMBERS ARE RED CROSS FIRST AID AND CPR CERTIFIED

5 HOURS MORNING TOUR

5 HOURS SUNSET TOUR

STARTS FROM AMMOUDI AT 10.00
Take in marvelous views as your boat
smoothly passes from the Caldera and
the tiny blue and white houses.

STARTS FROM AMMOUDI AT 15.00
Take in marvelous views as your boat
smoothly passes from the Caldera and
the tiny blue and white houses.

FIRST STOP
At the Hot Springs for swimming
in the warm mineral waters (30 minutes).
Sails past Aspronisi, Ancient lighthouse,
Indian rock and Akrotiri.

FIRST STOP
At the Hot Springs for swimming
in the warm mineral waters (30 minutes).
Sails past Aspronisi, Ancient lighthouse,
Indian rock and Akrotiri.

SECOND STOP
At the Red Beach for swimming,
snorkeling and photoshooting
(30 minutes).

SECOND STOP
At the Red Beach for swimming, snorkeling
and photoshooting (30 minutes).

THIRD STOP
At the White Beach for swimming,
snorkeling and an on-board barbeque
(1.5 hours) — the menu features local
delicacies and drinks.
THE TOUR ENDS AT AMMOUDI
Our minibuses will take you
back to your hotel.
The above route is our proposal.
The itinerary could be changed according to your needs.

Fira
Athinios
port

Aspronisi
Ancient
lighthouse
Indian Rock

RETURN TO AMMOUDI AFTER SUNSET
Our minibuses will take you
back to your hotel.

INCLUDED IN THE PRICE

Oia
Ammoudi
Hot
Springs

LAST STOP
After sailing close to the volcano
and the caldera cliffs of Imerovigli and Oia,
the catamaran will stop for you to watch
the magnificent sunset.

The above route is our proposal.
The itinerary could be changed according to your needs.

ROUTE

Thirasia

THIRD STOP
At the White Beach for swimming,
snorkeling and an on-board barbeque
(1.5 hours) — the menu features
local delicacies and drinks.

White
Red
beach beach

Vlychada

• Round trip transfers from and to the hotel
• Greek menu prepared on the spot (Greek
salad, shrimp saganaki, grilled chicken and
pork skewers, roasted vegetables, pasta with
red sauce, stuffed vine leaves, vegetarian meal)
• Drinks (soft drinks, Santorini wine, beer, ouzo)
• Snorkeling Equipment
• Towels (to be returned to the crew)
• Jacket (to be returned to the crew)
• Map with extensive info on
the landmarks and destinations
• Free Wifi

LUXURY

M / Y IG UANA

S P E E D B O AT 3 5

The Iguana speed boat is a luxury speed boat
of sheer beauty and style, perfect for short
excursions around Oia, the breathtaking
volcano, the secluded beaches of Santorini
and the nearby islands.
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TYPE LUX SPEEDBOAT
CRUISING OR SAILING CRUISING
OVERALL LENGTH 35 feet/10,7 meters
BEAM 10 feet/3 meters
PASSENGERS 4 max
INCLUDED GOURMET SNACKS,
UNLIMITED DRINKS, TOWELS, SNORKELING
EQUIPMENT, R/T TRANSFERS FROM
ALL SANTORINI HOTELS
CREW MEMBERS ARE RED CROSS FIRST AID AND CPR CERTIFIED

PRIVATE DAY
& SUNSET TOURS
Embark on a truly
inspiring adventure and
experience the wonders
of Santorini from a
different perspective
on a private excursion
aboard the Iguana private
speedboat. The Iguana
is a luxury speedboat of
sheer beauty and style,
available for private boat
excursions and exclusive
romantic cruises, taking
in the brilliant flaming sky
at sunset, for up to
4 passengers.

THE BOAT
This 35-foot speedboat
has two 350 hp engines
and both a bow and an
aft deck. While on board,
guests can unwind
and sunbathe under
the cloudless Santorini
sky. The boat’s
exterior spaces can
be transformed into
lounging areas with
a few quick and easy
adjustments to the
smart seats. If it is too
warm, escape the sun
in the relaxing interior
sitting area. Embark
on an exciting sea
adventure, exploring the
breathtaking volcano,
the secluded beaches
of Santorini and the
neighboring Greek
islands.

ROUTE
Oia
Ammoudi
Hot
Springs
Thirasia

Fira
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port

INCLUDED IN THE PRICE

Aspronisi
Ancient
lighthouse
Indian Rock

White
Red
beach beach

Vlychada

• Round trip transfers
from and to the hotel
• Drinks (soft drinks,
white Santorini wine, beer, ouzo)
• Snorkeling Equipment
• Fuels

LUXURY

M / Y A L EXANDROS
FERRETTI 680
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Unsurpassed in design, luxury and
performance, the Alexandros motor
yacht is of an overall length of 69 ft.,
with two 1200 hp MAN engines capable
of a maximum speed of 32 knots.
It is the perfect choice for luxury yachting
excursions and exploring, private tours
and island hopping.

BUILDER FERRETTI
ENGINES 2x1200 hp MAN
OVERALL LENGTH 69,5 feet/21,2 meters
BEAM 18,5 feet/5,6 meters
ACCOMMODATION 4 CABINS
INCLUDED GOURMET SNACKS,
UNLIMITED DRINKS, TOWELS, SNORKELING
EQUIPMENT, R/T TRANSFERS FROM
ALL SANTORINI HOTELS
WiFi AVAILABLE ON BOARD
CREW MEMBERS ARE RED CROSS FIRST AID AND CPR CERTIFIED

PRIVATE DAY
MORNING
OR SUNSET
4-HOUR CRUISES
Experience unrivaled
luxury in the elegantly
designed interiors,
with a stylish saloon,
fully-equipped bar and
spacious dining area.
For your more private
moments, the lower deck
has 4 luxurious cabins,
the master bedroom
and VIP bedroom, fitted
with king size beds
and luxurious en suite
facilities. Crewed by an
experienced captain,
a sailor and a stewardesschef, who will cater
to your every need
and desire.
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The Alexandros motor
yacht consists
of a lower and an upperlevel deck, both fitted
with high-end amenities
to ensure you have a
truly enjoyable yachting
adventure during your
stay on Santorini.
The Alexandros is also
available for 4-hour
cruises around the
mysterious caldera in the
morning or at sunset.
Spend half a day with
your other half, friends
or family swimming,
snorkeling and watching
Santorini’s magnificent
sunset.

INCLUDED IN THE PRICE

ROUTE

Hot
Springs

THE YACHT

Vlychada

• Round trip transfers
from and to the hotel
• Greek menu prepared on the spot
(Greek salad, shrimp saganaki, grilled
chicken and pork skewers, roasted
vegetables, pasta with red sauce, stuffed
vine leaves, vegetarian meal)
• Drinks (soft drinks,
white Santorini wine, beer, ouzo)
• Snorkeling Equipment
• Towels (to be returned to the crew)
• Jacket (to be returned to the crew)
• Map with extensive info on
the landmarks and destinations
• Free Wifi
• Fuels

LUXURY

M / Y A L EA

ALFA MARINE 72

Sunset Oia introduces a new way
of exploring the treasures of the Greek
islands with the Alea. With a maximum
speed of 40 knots, the Alea smoothly
connects Santorini with the nearby
islands of Ios and Folegandros.
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BUILDER ALFA MARINE
ENGINES 2x1500 hp MAN
OVERALL LENGTH 72 feet/22 meters
BEAM 17,8 feet/5,4 meters
ACCOMMODATION 4 CABINS
INCLUDED GOURMET SNACKS,
UNLIMITED DRINKS, TOWELS, SNORKELING
EQUIPMENT, R/T TRANSFERS FROM
ALL SANTORINI HOTELS
WiFi AVAILABLE ON BOARD
CREW MEMBERS ARE RED CROSS FIRST AID AND CPR CERTIFIED

PRIVATE DAY
MORNING
OR SUNSET
4-HOUR CRUISES
At an overall length
of 72 feet, and with
a minimalist layout,
the Alea features
spacious indoor and
outdoor areas for leisure
and enjoyment.
The motor yacht
is available for day trips
around Santorini
or full-day cruises
to the nearby islands.
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Three luxurious
cabins with en suite
bathroom facilities
can accommodate
up to 6 people.
The professional crew
of the Alea completes
your luxury experience
with its first-class
services, gourmet meals,
beverages and surprise
amenities on board.

INCLUDED IN THE PRICE

ROUTE

Hot
Springs

THE YACHT

Vlychada

• Round trip transfers
from and to the hotel
• Greek menu prepared on the spot
(Greek salad, shrimp saganaki, grilled
chicken and pork skewers, roasted
vegetables, pasta with red sauce,
stuffed vine leaves, vegetarian meal)
• Drinks (soft drinks,
white Santorini wine, beer, ouzo)
• Snorkeling Equipment
• Towels (to be returned to the crew)
• Jacket (to be returned to the crew)
• Map with extensive info on
the landmarks and destinations
• Free Wifi
• Fuels

THE HIGHLIGHTS
OF A SAILING EXPERIENCE
• Admire spectacular views of the island from another prospective
• Enjoy swimming and snorkeling in the deep blue waters
• Taste delicious Greek flavors on board
• Visit inaccessible and remote places in Santorini
• Relax and sunbathe on the comfortable deck of a superb yacht
• Plenty of photo opportunities to remember your special sailing experience

C R E AT I N G T R U LY U N F O R G E T TA B L E M E M O R I E S

